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Research has been underway for several months in the field of Extremely Low
Frequency (ELF) radiation in conjunction with, and as a consequence of the
covert aerosol operations that have been conducted for more than four years
upon an unconsenting public. Various geometric and artificial radiation
patterns are being observed and recorded in this biologically critical
frequency range (ELF) of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The fundamental principles of the HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral
Research Program) have once again come to the forefront of this research.
The role of aerosols, ionization, electromagnetic radiation and the creation
of an artificial ‘plasma’ state in a now artificially modified atmosphere has
already been discussed. These building blocks, along with present
observations and the stated premise of the HAARP project bring us to a new
threshold of understanding of the immediate and direct effects of the HAARP
project upon this planet.
Although it has been stated within the literature of HAARP, it can now be
directly understood by this researcher that the magnetic field of the earth
is a primary medium by which we, as subjects, are being affected. The
artificial patterns of ELF energy, characterized by unusual pulsations of
frequency, can now be most logically assumed to originate from the HAARP
facility or technology. Such energy forms have a myriad of applications in
the military arena. Unfortunately, a parallel set of effects upon biological
systems, health and mental functioning must also be accepted as a price to be
paid.
The issue involved here is no less than that of the control of the planet.
Control of the planet with the methods that are used to manifest power control of your environment, and by affecting your life and health. The tools
of war and the prestige of military might often serve as the means of
implementation, and it is no different in this case.
A prediction of a technical nature can now be made to to confirm if such a
sweeping and dramatic claim can reasonably be made. In essence, it appears
that each of us should be able to construct a HAARP “receiver”, as it were,
to test out the hypothesis. The significance of this test is that it
involves frequencies and fundamental physical characteristics of this earth
that affect our lives, health and freedom as a species.
A certain event is now expected to occur. This prediction can be tested by
those with an interest in the welfare of this planet. If a sufficiently
sensitive ELF receiver and a directional antenna is constructed, it is
proposed that the primary energy discovered by that system will travel along
the magnetic field lines of the earth. The state of knowledge is such that
the casual citizen can now know where to point the antenna to see what is
being done to him or her without consent. Pulsations and geometric patterns
of ELF radiation upon the human species are not to be dismissed; they are to

be disclosed and agreed upon by an open society.
It is worthwhile and necessary to relay the introduction to Bernard
Eastlund’s patent of 1987, entitled, “Method and Apparatus for Altering a
Region in the Earth’s Atmosphere, Ionsophere, and/or Magnetosphere”, which
can be regarded fairly as the essence of the HAARP project:
“This invention relates to a method and apparatus for altering at least one
selected region normally existing above the earth’s surface and more
particularly relates to a method and apparatus for altering said at least one
region by initially transmitting electromagnetic radiation from the

earth’s surface essentially parallel to and along naturallyoccurring, divergent magnetic field lines which extend from the
earth’s surface through the region or regions to be altered.“
It is hoped that the reader will take the necessary time to understand this
conceptual foundation of the HAARP project, and the role of the magnetic
field of the earth must become a part of that process. When this
comprehension is complete, I would suggest that the title of this paper
should more accurately read:

“The Earth’s Magnetic Field IS the Antenna, and YOU Are A Part
of the Receiver”
Large amounts of energy are being directed into the magnetic field of the
earth by the HAARP facility. This energy is being directed along the earth’s
magnetic field lines to you. It surrounds you and you have no simple means
(at least not yet) to evade it. This energy is, in part, as stated within
the HAARP literature, within the ELF portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
This ELF radiation, although innocuously claimed to serve communication
purposes and the like, DOES have an effect upon biological systems; research
into the topic of cyclotronic resonance upon physiologically important ions
will further that knowledge. This energy can be detected and observed and
its artificial nature identified. It has been measured at a maximum in
accordance with the direction of the magnetic lines of the earth. All
findings are consistent with over four years of research on the aerosol
operations, with applications of environmental, biological, electromagnetic,
military and planetary control.
My primary role in these affairs is to provide information and analysis for
your review and consideration. Much work remains to be done, as the problems
are infinite and the resources of time alone are finite. My appeal is that
you use this information to uphold and preserve your health, your dignity and
your free will.
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